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HUMAN GENETICS

Common variants spanning PLK4
are associated with mitotic-origin
aneuploidy in human embryos
Rajiv C. McCoy,1 Zachary Demko,2 Allison Ryan,2 Milena Banjevic,2 Matthew Hill,2

Styrmir Sigurjonsson,2 Matthew Rabinowitz,2 Hunter B. Fraser,1 Dmitri A. Petrov1

Aneuploidy, the inheritance of an atypical chromosome complement, is common in
early human development and is the primary cause of pregnancy loss. By screening
day-3 embryos during in vitro fertilization cycles, we identified an association between
aneuploidy of putative mitotic origin and linked genetic variants on chromosome 4 of
maternal genomes. This associated region contains a candidate gene, Polo-like kinase
4 (PLK4), that plays a well-characterized role in centriole duplication and has the ability
to alter mitotic fidelity upon minor dysregulation. Mothers with the high-risk genotypes
contributed fewer embryos for testing at day 5, suggesting that their embryos are less
likely to survive to blastocyst formation. The associated region coincides with a signature
of a selective sweep in ancient humans, suggesting that the causal variant was either the
target of selection or hitchhiked to substantial frequency.

D
eviation from a balanced chromosome
complement, a phenomenon known as
aneuploidy, is common in early human
embryos and often leads to embryonic
mortality (1). Approximately 75% of em-

bryos are at least partially aneuploid by day 3
because of prevalent errors of both meiotic and
postzygotic origin (2, 3), and this proportion in-
creases with maternal age (1). The propensity to
produce aneuploid embryos varies substantially,
however, even among mothers of a similar age
(4). We therefore hypothesized that variation in
parents’ genomes may explain variation in aneu-
ploidy incidence. We tested this hypothesis by
performing a genome-wide association study of
aneuploidy risk among patients undergoing pre-
implantation genetic screening (PGS) of embryos
collected from in vitro fertilization (IVF) cycles.
Embryo DNA (single-cell day-3 blastomere

biopsies or multicell day-5 trophectoderm biop-
sies) and parent DNAwere genotyped on a single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarray (5).
The Parental Support algorithm (6) was then ap-
plied to determine the chromosome-level ploidy
status of each embryo sample. This algorithm
overcomes high rates of allelic dropout and other
quality limitations of whole-genome amplification
by supplementing these data with high-quality
genotypes fromparental chromosomes. The copy
number of each embryonic chromosome can then
be inferred by comparing microarray channel
intensities fromDNA amplified from the embryo
biopsy to those expected given the parental geno-
types at each marker. Combining these fine-scale
observations across large chromosomal windows
facilitates the detection of particular forms of
aneuploidy and the assignment of copy number
variations to specific parental homologs (6).

Previous validation has been performed for
individual blastomeres (6), so it is unknown how
accuracywould be affected in the face of chromo-
somal mosaicism that could potentially affect
multicell trophectoderm biopsies. We therefore
performed an association study on 2362 unre-
lated mothers (1956 IVF patients and 406 oocyte
donors) and 2360 unrelated fathers meeting geno-
type quality-control thresholds (5) and fromwhom
at least one day-3 biopsy was obtained, with the
blastomere providing a high-confidence result (a
total of 20,798 blastomeres). We then separately
analyzed the additional 15,388 trophectoderm
biopsies to gain insight into selection occurring
before this developmental stage.
We first tested for associations between the

rates of errors of putative maternal meiotic or-
igin (fig. S1) (5) and maternal genotypes, identi-
fying no association achieving genome-wide
significance (logistic GLM, P-value threshold =
5 × 10−8). We next tested for associations be-
tween the rates of errors of putative mitotic or-
igin and parental genotypes. The first mitotic
divisions of the developing embryo take place
under the control of maternal gene products pro-
vided to the oocyte (7) and are substantially
error-prone (2, 3). We hypothesized that varia-
tion in maternal gene products may thus con-
tribute to variation in rates of postzygotic error
among embryos from different mothers. To en-
code the mitotic error phenotype, we designated
all blastomeres with aneuploidies affecting a
paternal chromosome copy (excluding paternal
trisomies of putativemeiotic origin) as cases, and
all other blastomere samples as controls (Fig. 1A).
Because aneuploidy has been estimated to affect
fewer than 5% of sperm (8) and because paternal
meiotic trisomies were detected for fewer than
1% of the blastomeres in our data, this set of
aneuploid cases should be nearly exclusively
mitotic in origin.
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The 5438 putative mitotic-origin aneuploidies
were predominantly characterized by a distinct
error profile involvingmultiple chromosome losses
(Fig. 1, B and C), and their incidence was not
associated with maternal age (Fig. 1D). This ex-
cess of chromosome losses is consistent with
previous studies that identified anaphase lag
as the primary mechanism contributing to mo-
saicism in preimplantation embryos (9, 10). Ana-
phase lag refers to the delayed migration of a
chromosome during anaphase, so that the lagging
chromosome fails to be incorporated into the re-
forming nucleus, resulting in chromosome loss
with no corresponding chromosome gain (Fig.
1A). This error commonly arises as a consequence
of merotelic kinetochore attachment: the attach-
ment of a single kinetochore to microtubules
emanating from both spindle poles (11). Merotelic
attachment can in turn occur because of the pres-
ence of extra centrosomes or other centrosome
abberations (12, 13).
From our genome-wide analysis, we identified

a peak on chromosome 4, regions q28.1 to q28.2,
of maternal genomes associated with this mitotic-
error phenotype (Fig. 2, C to E). The SNP rs2305957
was most strongly associated, with the minor al-
lele conferring a significantly increased rate of
mitotic error [logistic GLM, (regression coeffi-
cient) b = 0.218, standard error (SE) = 0.0270, P =
8.68 × 10−16]. The minor allele is present in di-
verse human populations at frequencies of 20 to
45% (fig. S2) (14). We observed no significant as-
sociations between paternal genotype and the
same mitotic-error phenotype (logistic GLM, P =
0.389), which demonstrates that population strat-
ification did not drive the significant association
with maternal genotype (Fig. 2, A and B) (5). We
also found that the association was robust when
separately tested for mothers of European and
East Asian ancestries (Table 1 and fig. S3).
The observed effect was characterized by means

of 24.6, 27.0, and 31.7% of blastomeres affected
with paternal-chromosome aneuploidies for the
GG, AG, and AA maternal genotypic classes, re-
spectively (Fig. 3A), and was consistent across
age classes (Fig. 3D). The effect size from individ-
ual blastomeres may underestimate the overall
effect on aneuploidy, because diploid blastomeres
will be sampled by chance from some diploid-
aneuploid mosaics. The frequencies of the three
genotypes were not significantly different be-
tween mothers and fathers [c2(2, N = 9, 418) =
1.17, P = 0.557] or between egg donors and non-
donors [c2(2, N = 4, 712) = 2.49, P = 0.288], which
together suggest that this set of IVF patients
was not enriched in the mitotic-error–associated
genotypes.
For validation, genotypes from 34 additional

unrelated mothers, representing new cases since
the initial database pull, were tested for associ-
ation with the same phenotype. Despite the small
sample size (Npatients = 34, Nblastomeres = 283), the
association was replicated, with 25.3, 35.7, and
51.3% of blastomeres with errors affecting pa-
ternal chromosomes among the three respective
maternal genotypic classes (logistic GLM, b =
0.589, SE = 0.219, P = 0.0112; Fig. 3B).

Highlighting its importance, genotype at
rs2305957 was also a significant predictor of over-
all aneuploidy (logistic GLM, b = 0.139, SE =
0.0271, P = 3.05 × 10−7; Fig. 3E), especially for
complex aneuploidies affecting more than two
chromosomes (logistic GLM, b = 0.234, SE =
0.0329, P = 1.72 × 10−12; fig. S4). Means of 65.2,
68.3, and 71.4% of blastomeres per case were
determined to be aneuploid for mothers with
the GG, AG, and AA genotypes, respectively. This
6.2% difference in the proportion of aneuploid
blastomeres between the two homozygous ma-
ternal genotype classes is roughly equivalent to
the average effect of 1.8 years of age for mothers ≥
35 years old (fig. S5).
Given that the association in our study was

driven by complex aneuploidies affecting many
chromosomes and that complex and mosaic an-
euploidies are more likely to be inviable (15), we
hypothesized that the arrest of aneuploid embryos
would bias the genotypic ratios at associated SNPs
for 15,388 embryos sampled at the day-5 blasto-
cyst stage from 2998 unrelated mothers. Patients

with the mitotic-error–associated genotypes at
rs2305957 contributed significantly fewer troph-
ectoderm biopsies for testing (Poisson GLM, b =
−0.0619, SE = 0.0204, P = 0.00247; Fig. 3C), con-
sistent with an increased proportion of inviable
aneuploidies. Together these findings suggest
that the mitotic-error association may affect fer-
tility in such a way that it may take longer, on
average, for women with the associated geno-
types to achieve successful pregnancies.
In order to characterize the extent of the as-

sociated region, we performed genotype imputa-
tion for a subset of 1332 patients of European
ancestry (5). The associated haplotype lies in a
region of low recombination and spans over
600Kbp of chromosome 4, regions q28.1 to q28.2
(Fig. 2E), including the genes INTU, SLC25A31,
HSPA4L, PLK4, MFSD8, LARP1B, and PGRMC2.
Although none of these candidates can yet be
ruled out, we focused on PLK4 on the basis of its
well-characterized role as the master regulator
of centriole duplication, a key component of the
centrosome cycle (16, 17). In addition, it was
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Fig. 1. Mitotic-error phenotypes. (A) Two mechanisms that frequently contribute to aneuploidy are
depicted: maternal meiotic nondisjunction and mitotic anaphase lag. (B) Aneuploidies in which at least
one paternal chromosome is affected are likely to be mitotic in origin and include an excess of chro-
mosome losses as compared to chromosome gains, consistent with the signature of anaphase lag.
Paternal chromosome loss (paternal monosomy) commonly co-occurs with other forms of chromosome
loss, including maternal monosomy and nullisomy. (C) Blastomeres with aneuploidies affecting at least
one paternal chromosome (blue; putative mitotic-origin aneuplodies) often contain multiple aneuploid
chromosomes, in contrast to aneuploid blastomeres in which no paternal chromosome copies are af-
fected (red; predominantly meiotic-origin aneuploidies). Heights of bars indicate densities (i.e., relative
frequencies). (D) Aneuploidies in which at least one paternal chromosome copy is affected do not increase
in frequency with increasing maternal age, whereas maternal aneuploidies increase in frequency beginning
in the mid-30s. Error bars indicate SEs of proportions.
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recently demonstrated that PLK4 is essential for
mediating bipolar spindle formation during the
first cell divisions in mouse embryos, which take
place in the absence of centrioles (18).
Due in part to the observation that centro-

some aberrations and aneuploidies are common
in human cancers, the role of PLK4 and its or-
thologs in mediating the centrosome cycle has
been investigated in several model systems. PLK4
is a tightly regulated, low-abundance kinase with
a short half-life (19). Overexpression of PLK4
results in centriole overduplication, thereby in-
creasing the frequency of multipolar spindle for-

mationand subsequent anaphase lag (12). Reduced
expression of PLK4 results in centriole loss (17),
which also leads tomultipolar spindle formation,
as well as the formation of monopolar spindles.
Both up- and down-regulation of PLK4 therefore
have the potential to induce chromosome insta-
bility, and altered PLK4 expression is commonly
observed in several forms of cancer, which is con-
sistent with a tumor-suppressor function (20, 21).
Along with hundreds of variants upstream and

downstream of PLK4, the associated region con-
tains two nonsynonymous SNPs within the PLK4
coding sequence: rs3811740 (S232T) and rs17012739

(E830D), the former occurring in the protein’s
kinase domain and the latter occurring in the
crypto Polo-box domain (22). Neither site exhibits
strong conservation over deep evolutionary time,
and both SNPswere predicted to be benign on the
basis of sequence conservation, amino acid sim-
ilarity, and mapping to three-dimensional pro-
tein structure (5).
Prompted by the observation that the minor

allele of rs2305957 is derived and segregates at
intermediate frequencies in diverse human pop-
ulations, yet is absent from Neandertal and
Denisovan genomes (5), we investigated whether
the region showed evidence of positive selec-
tion in humans. Unfortunately, classic frequency
spectrum–based tests have sensitivity over the
order ofNe generations, capturing only relative-
ly recent human evolutionary history (~10,000
generations). We thus examined results of the
selection scan from (23), which has resolution
to detect signatures of ancient selective sweeps
in the human lineage by identifying regions of
aligned Neandertal genomes that are deficient
in high-frequency human derived alleles. The
mitotic-error–associated region identified in
our study is among the 212 previously identi-
fied regions displaying such a signature (23).
This finding suggests that either this seemingly
deleterious allele hitchhiked with a linked adapt-
ive variant or that the causal variant was adaptive
in a context that is not currently understood.
The fact that the haplotype bearing the derived

allele did not sweep to fixation and is present at
similar frequencies across human populations is
consistentwith the action of long-termbalancing
selection. We speculate that the mitotic-error
phenotypemay bemaintained by conferring both
a deleterious effect on maternal fecundity and a
possible beneficial effect of obscured paternity via
a reduction in the probability of successful preg-
nancy per intercourse. This hypothesis is based on
the fact that humans possess a suite of traits (such
as concealed ovulation and constant receptivity)
that obscure paternity and may have evolved to
increase paternal investment in offspring (24).
Such a scenario could result in balancing selection
by rewarding evolutionary “free riders” who do
not possess the risk allele—and thus do not suffer
fecundity costs—but benefit from paternity con-
fusion in the population as a whole.
Mitotic fidelity is affected by variation in

maternal gene products controlling the initial
cell divisions of preimplantation embryos. This
finding is important in the context of IVF, where
the selection of euploid embryos may improve
the success rate of implantation and ongoing
pregnancy (25). More broadly, factors influenc-
ing variation in rates of aneuploidy may help
explain variation in fertility status among the
general population. Fewer than ~30% of concep-
tions result in successful pregnancy, mostly due
to high rates of inviable aneuploidy in early de-
velopment (26). By altering this rate, the asso-
ciated locus described in our studymay influence
the average time required to achieve successful
pregnancy, which could be especially important
for couples with already-reduced fertility. The
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Fig. 2. Association test for aneuploidy. (A) to (D) Manhattan and QQ plots depicting P values of asso-
ciation tests of each genotyped SNP versus the rate of aneuploidy affecting paternal chromosomes (a
proxy for mitotic aneuploidy). P values are corrected using the genomic control method (5). (A) Re-
sults for association with paternal genotypes, a negative control. (B) QQ plot of the distribution of
observed P values versus those expected under the null. (C) Association withmaternal genotypes,with
rs2305957 highlighted as the most significant genotyped SNP. (D) QQ plots of P values. For (A) and
(C), the red lines represent a standard genome-wide cutoff of 5 × 10−8, whereas the gray dotted lines
represent a less stringent P value of 1 × 10−6. For (B) and (D), the gray shaded regions indicate
probability bounds. (E) Regional association plot for mothers of European ancestry, inferred by com-
parison to reference populations (fig. S1). rs2305957 is indicated (purple point below arrow), whereas the
colors of other variants represent linkage disequilibrium with rs2305957 (5).
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identification of genetic variation influencing
rates of aneuploidy is an important step in the
understanding of aneuploidy risk and may assist
the future development of diagnostic or ther-
apeutic technologies targeting certain forms of
infertility.
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Fig. 3. Effect of genotype on mitotic-error–related phenotypes. For box plots, we restricted figures to
include onlymothers for whom>2 embryoswere tested. (A) The proportion of blastomeres permother with
an error affecting a paternal chromosome (a proxy formitotic aneuploidy) stratified bymaternal genotype at
rs2305957 for the discovery sample (Npatients = 2362, Nembryos = 20,798; P = 8.68 × 10−16). (B) The same
phenotype as in (A), replicated in the validation sample (Npatients = 34,Nembryos = 283; P = 0.0112). (C) Mean
numberofday-5 trophectodermbiopsies permother, stratifiedbygenotype at rs2305957 (PoissonGLM,P=
0.00247). Error bars represent the SE. (D) Themean proportion of blastomereswith an aneuploidy affecting
a paternal chromosome versus maternal age, stratified by genotype at rs2305957. Error bars represent the
SE of the proportion. (E) The mean proportion of aneuploid blastomeres versus maternal age, stratified by
genotype at rs2305957. Error bars represent the SE of the proportion.

Table 1. Association of SNP rs2305957 with the rate of putative mitotic-origin aneuploidy. Sample size, b, SE, odds ratio (OR), genomic inflation factor
(l), and P values are reported. CI, confidence interval; NA, not applicable. The upper row gives results of an association test of all female patients, including
those falling outside of the European and East Asian principal components boundaries. The middle two rows control for potential population stratification by
separating analyses of female patients with a high proportion of European or East Asian ancestry, respectively.

Sample size Uncorrected Genomic control

Patients Embryos
b SE OR (95% CI)

l P P

Discovery 2362 20,798 0.218 0.0270 1.244 (1.179–1.311) 1.059 8.68 × 10−16 5.99 × 10−15

Europe 1332 11,861 0.214 0.0353 1.238 (1.155–1.327) 1.066 1.91 × 10−9 6.67 × 10−9

East Asia 259 2222 0.280 0.0788 1.323 (1.133–1.543) 1.088 4.58 × 10−4 8.51 × 10−4

Validation 34 283 0.589 0.219 1.802 (1.173–2.768) NA 0.0112 NA
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